
Chapter Six

Feelings and Sensations
in the Process of Descent

Sensations in the Inner Centres

It [a pressure felt in meditation] is what we call the pressure of
the Force (the Force of the higher spiritual or divine conscious-
ness, the Mother’s Force); it comes in various forms, vibrations,
currents, waves, a wide flow, a shower like rain etc. It passes to
each centre in turn, the crown of the head, the forehead centre,
throat, heart, navel centres down to the Muladhara and spreads
too throughout the body.

The rotatory movement is the movement of the Force when
it is working and forming something in the being.

*

Pressure, throbbing, electrical vibrations are all signs of the
working of the Force. The places indicate the field of action —
the top of the head is the summit of the thinking mind where it
communicates with the higher consciousness; the neck or throat
is the seat of the physical, externalising or expressive mind; the
ear is the place of communication with the inner mind centre
by which thoughts etc. enter into the personal being from the
general Nature. The sternum at the point indicated1 holds the
psychic and emotional centre, with its apex on the spinal column
behind.

Pressure

When the Force comes down one at first feels a pressure. After-
wards it begins to enter the body, when once the way is open

1 The correspondent wrote that she felt electrical vibrations in the backbone at a point
in the chest parallel to the bottom of the sternum. — Ed.
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for it. After entering the body it goes on working each time it
descends, for the transformation of the nature.

*

This pressure on the head always comes at the beginning; it is
the pressure of the Force on the adhar preparing to make its
way into it. The feeling lasts so long as there is a resistance in
the adhar to the entrance and working of the Force. If the mind
opens to the Power, it will cease and you will feel the Power
working in you or within you.

*

Tell him that the pressure on the head is a sign of the descent
and working of the Force from above and of a certain resistance
in the adhar which almost all sadhaks have at first. The calm
is the result of the working. When the resistance disappears,
the pressure is no longer felt but one becomes conscious of the
working and of the calm descending into the body from centre
to centre.

*

The pressure is that of the Divine Force which he calls by his
prayer descending to do its work in the Adhar, its passage being
marked by the current which he feels. The pain was due to some
resistance in the Adhar; it disappears as soon as the system is
accustomed to the descent and grows wide enough to admit it.
The first result of the descent is the calm which he experiences;
for it is only in a calm mind and vital (manah. -prān. a) that the
Divine Shakti can do her work rightly.

*

When there is a pressure of the Force on the Adhar to work on
it or enter, this [feeling of heaviness in the head] is often felt,
especially if there is a working of the Force in the head. This
heaviness disappears if the system receives and assimilates the
Force and there is a free flow in the body — till then the pressure
or some kind of heaviness is often felt at one centre or another
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where the Force is working.

*

If it is only a weight or pressure on the head, it may be only
the pressure of the Mother’s Force. It comes like that to most
people. Once the consciousness is open and the Force enters,
there is no longer this feeling.

*

It is the pressure of the higher consciousness (planes of blue light
beyond the ordinary mind) that has come down and is pressing
upon the resistances down to the body and below. At the same
time the weight of the subconscient Matter is being lifted up for
release. That is the sense of these experiences.

*

A heaviness which gives strength is likely to be the indication of
a descent. Sensations like a biting or pricking in the head often
accompany it. It is usually a sign of some force from above trying
to make its way through or to work in the physical stuff so as
to prepare it for receiving.

*

That is some obstacle in the mind breaking under the pressure
of Force, and each time there is a flash and a movement of the
Force.

*

All that you note in your letter is very encouraging; it shows
that the force is working in you and in the right way. There
are two things that are necessary — the full connection of your
mind and vital with your psychic being and the opening of the
consciousness to Mother’s consciousness above. Both of these
are beginning. The voice that spoke was that of your soul, your
psychic being; the impulse to go deep within was the movement
to plunge into the depths of the psychic. The consciousness that
rejected and threw away the anger and old movements was also
that of the psychic.
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The pressure you felt on the head comes always when there
is the pressure from above of the Higher Consciousness, the
Mother’s consciousness, to come in and the coolness etc. you
felt are also often felt at that time. The first result was the
detachment from personal connections, the freedom, lightness,
openness of heart, fearlessness, and also the sense of the Mother’s
presence. These things are signs of the true consciousness and
part of the spiritual nature. They come first as experiences, af-
terwards they become more frequent, endure longer, settle into
the nature.

*

It is the pressure of the Divine Power which you are feeling and
it is that which gives you the sense of joy and living fullness.
If you keep it and allow it to work in you, it will give you the
positive experience and progress in sadhana which you need.

*

The pressure is usually felt only when the Force is acting on
the consciousness in order to create an opening somewhere or
for some other purpose. As soon as that is done, the pressure
is not felt but instead a changed condition or else the working
of the Force within but without any sense of pressure. When
the condition of lightness, quietude, etc. comes, it means that
something has opened to the psychic consciousness and be-
come full of it. Emptiness is of several kinds, one when the
consciousness is empty and free, which is a very good condition,
another when it is empty and neutral, i. e. simply quiet without
any positive power or psychic happiness, but not troubled or
disturbed by anything, without any good or bad movement,
and, finally, tamasic or inert emptiness. The first two conditions
can be brought about by an action of the Force, and the first
is a very good basis for spiritual experience and progress; the
second also is not unfavourable and is often a needed stage,
the consciousness becoming empty in order that it may be filled
from within or from above with the true things. The third comes
usually when the vital is quiescent and there is a complete inertia.
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It is one of the two first that must be coming in you as a result
of the action of the Force.

*

If the pressure is too great, the remedy is to widen the conscious-
ness. With the peace and silence there should come a wideness
that can receive any amount of Force without any reactions,
whether heaviness or compulsion to remain withdrawn or the
difficulty of the eyes etc.

*

The action of the Force does not always create a pressure. When
it does not need to press, it acts quietly.

*

There is no necessity of feeling pressure. One feels force when
something is being done or the force is flowing in or if it is
there manifest in the body — but not when what is manifesting
is peace and silence.

Perforation

If it is a feeling of a covering being perforated, then that is a
sensation one often has when the Force is opening a way for
itself through some resistance — here it must be in some part of
the physical mind.

Keep full reliance on the Mother. When one does that, the
victory even if delayed, is sure.

Vibration

An entire silence and inactivity of the mind cannot come at first
— what is possible is a quietude of the mind, that is to say, a
cessation of its absorption in its restless miscellaneous activity of
ill-connected or unconnected thoughts and a concentration on
the object of the sadhana. The imagination which the Mother
recommended to you was a means of such concentration. A
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mental idea of the omnipresence such as comes to you is a
good help for that also, especially if it brings the strong faith
and reliance. The feeling of the vibration of the Mother’s Force
around the head is more than a mental idea or even a mental
realisation, it is an experience. This vibration is indeed the action
of the Mother’s Force which is first felt above the head or around
it, then afterwards within the head. The pressure means that it
is working to open the mind and its centres so that it may enter.
The mind centres are in the head, one at the top and above it,
another between the eyes, a third in the throat. That is why
you feel the vibration around the head and sometimes up to the
neck, but not below. It is so usually, for it is only after enveloping
and entering the mind that it goes below to the emotional and
vital parts (heart, navel etc.) — though sometimes it is more
enveloping before it enters the body. To see the light in the heart
one has to go deep, but one can see light elsewhere without going
in deep there. Light is often seen between the eyebrows first or
in front at that level, for there is the centre of inner vision and a
slight opening of it is sufficient for that — so also light is often
seen round the head or above it, outside.

*

If it was a Light, you would see the Light. Vibrations are either
of a Force or a Presence.

Electricity

Electricity shock always indicates a passage of dynamic Force.

*

It [the sensation of an electric current in the spine] is the flowing
of the force through the spine. In the Tantric system the spine is
considered as the natural passage of the Force, because it is in
the spine that all the six centres rest.
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Waves

Whatever comes from above can come like that in waves —
whether it is Light or Force or Peace or Ananda. In your case it
was the Force working on the mind in waves. It is true also that
when it was like that, not in currents or as a rain or as a quiet
flood, it is Mahakali’s Force that is working. The first necessity
when it is so, is not to fear.

Flow or Stream

The descent of the Consciousness from above is often felt as a
flow of water. Also the image of the drilling open of the head to
receive it is frequent (it symbolises the opening of the mind to
the higher consciousness).

*

The stream which you feel coming down on the head and pour-
ing into you is indeed a current of the Mother’s Force; it is so that
it is often felt; it flows into the body in currents and works there
to liberate and change the consciousness. As the consciousness
changes and develops, you will begin yourself to understand the
meaning and working of these things.

*

The quiet flow is necessary for permeating the lower parts. The
big descents open the way and bring constant reinforcement
and the culminating force at the end — but the quiet flow is also
needed.

Drizzle or Shower

I am glad to hear that these experiences are coming — they are
a sign of rapid progress coming. The descent as of a drizzling
rain is a very characteristic and well-known way of descent of
the higher Consciousness; it brings peace but it also brings all
other possibilities of the higher Consciousness too and, as you
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felt, the seeds of transformation of the physical consciousness
— by the coming in it of the seeds of the powers and qualities
of the higher Nature.

*

I am very glad that the experience we have been working to
bring to you has come with such force and is increasing. It is
the concrete descent of the higher consciousness, which once
it settles marks always a definite turning-point in the sadhana.
Even if it does not settle with a full stability at once, yet when it
has once come with so much strength, there cannot be the least
doubt that it will come more and more till it has done its work
and is your permanent consciousness. The shower and drizzle,
the hold2 above the head and in the heart, the envelopment,
the flaming of Agni within, the sense of firmness and solidity,
the Peace and security and devotion, the sense of the Mother’s
hold are all signs of the descent — eventually it will penetrate
everywhere and become something solid and stable occupying
the whole consciousness and body.

Coolness

The coolness is always a quieting force making for peace.

*

This coolness [felt in a passage rising from the heart to the head
and then above it] very often comes with the peace from above.
If the passage is felt going up above the head, it means that there
is now a direct communication with the higher Consciousness,
the necessary opening having been made.

*

The coolness comes when the Force descends with peace and
harmony into the vital and the body.

*

2 The correspondent felt “as if held in a hand of the Power”. — Ed.
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A sensation of coolness indicates usually some touch or descent
of peace. It is felt as very cold by the human vital because the
latter is always in a fever of restlessness.

*

Pleasant coolness or coldness usually indicates a pacifying force
bringing down calm or release. Knee to toe = the field of physical
material consciousness.

*

If the coolness passed into dullness, it may well have been only
physical. But perhaps there was an inflow, only afterwards came
a reaction of the lower inertia which is the physical Nature’s
characteristic retort to peace and quietude. When the inertia
comes up the old movements which the subconscient is pre-
pared to supply always can mechanically come up with it. In a
certain sense this inertia and the peace are the bright and dark
counterparts of each other, tamas and śama — the higher Nature
finding repose in peace, the lower seeking it in a relaxation of
energy and a return towards the subconscient, tamas.

*

The coolness is a very common experience, but the cool smell
is unusual. Sometimes people get a fragrance but without this
close connection — perhaps they do not observe closely.

Stoniness

The feeling of stoniness is very usually a first impression in the
body of the stillness in the cells which comes with the downflow
of the Peace.

Sound

A sound3 does sometimes come with a particular descent of the

3 In this case the correspondent heard the faint sound of dhum . . . dhum . . . dhum.
— Ed.
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consciousness or force from above.

*

Your experience while going to the lawyers was an opening to
the Force from above which, if sudden, is often attended by
this kind of loud sound and the sensation of the opening of the
head — it is in the subtle body that this opening of the head
takes place though the sensation is felt as if physical. The Force
came down and went up presided over by the Mother’s forms
of Mahalakshmi and Mahasaraswati and made the movement
of ascent and descent (here in the spinal column which is the
main channel of the Yogic force passing through the centres)
which helps to join the higher with the lower consciousness. As
a result came the feeling of identity with myself in your body.
The cough shows probably some difficulty against concentration
in the physical mind. The best is not to force concentration, but
to remain quiet and call and let things work themselves out
through the force of the Mother.
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